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The Application of Post-Hoc Correction Methods for Soft Tissue Artifact and Marker 
Misplacement in Youth Gait Knee Kinematics 
Kaila Lawson 
Biomechanics research investigating the knee kinematics of youth participants is very 
limited. The most accurate method of measuring knee kinematics utilizes invasive procedures 
such as bone pins. However, various experimental techniques have improved the accuracy of 
gait kinematic analyses using minimally invasive methods. In this study, gait trials were 
conducted with two participants between the ages of 11 and 13 to obtain the knee flexion-
extension (FE), adduction-abduction (AA) and internal-external (IE) rotation angles of the right 
knee. The objectives of this study were to (1) conduct pilot experiments with youth participants to 
test whether any adjustments were necessary in the experimental methods used for adult gait 
experiments, (2) apply a Triangular Cosserat Point Element (TCPE) analysis for Soft-Tissue 
Artifact (STA) correction of knee kinematics with youth participants, and (3) develop a code to 
conduct a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to find the PCA-defined flexion axis and calculate 
knee angles with both STA and PCA-correction for youth participants. The kinematic results were 
analyzed for six gait trials on a participant-specific basis. The TCPE knee angle results were 
compared between uncorrected angles and another method of STA correction, Procrustes 
Solution, with a repeated measures ANOVA of the root mean square errors between each group 
and a post-hoc Tukey test. The PCA-corrected results were analyzed with a repeated measures 
ANOVA of the FE-AA correlations from a linear regression analysis between TCPE, PS, PCA-
TCPE and PCA-PS angles. The results indicated that (1) youth experiments can be conducted 
with minor changes to experimental methods used for adult gait experiments, (2) TCPE and PS 
analyses did not yield statistically different knee kinematic results, and (3) PCA-correction did not 
reduce FE-AA correlations as predicted.   
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Gait kinematics of adults is a well-researched topic in the biomechanics field. Studies 
have established ranges of knee angles for adults with normal gait, in addition to various 
conditions which may affect gait patterns [1-14]. People who are overweight or obese tend to 
have different gait patterns than people who are normal weight [2], [8]. Additionally, these 
changes in gait kinematics due to overweight and obesity may lead to an increased risk of the 
development of osteoarthritis of the knee [11], [12].  However, research regarding gait kinematics 
in children and the effects of childhood obesity on knee angles is limited. The long-term goal of 
this study is to analyze differences in gait depending on the weight category in youth to determine 
the risk factors of osteoarthritis as well as possible mitigation of risk by intervention methods such 
as diet and exercise programs.  
Given that children are classified as a vulnerable population in human subject research, 
the importance of minimal risk is particularly significant. The use of surface-mounted 
retroreflective markers to record gait kinematics is a simple solution for risk minimization. 
However, markers placed on the skin are susceptible to experimental errors that affect knee 
angle calculations due to soft tissue artifact and marker misplacement [15-16]. Soft tissue artifact 
(STA) is caused by the movement of skin and adipose tissue relative to the underlying bone 
segment. The use of skin-mounted markers yields results susceptible to errors up to 10, 50 and 
100% for flexion-extension, adduction-abduction, and internal-external rotation angles, 
respectively [17]. Marker misplacement is another source of error in gait kinematic analysis with 
skin markers and can occur despite careful attempts at placement, especially for participants with 
greater amounts of adipose tissue. The accurate placement of markers is critical since the medial 
and lateral knee markers often define the knee flexion axis, which is crucial for knee joint 
kinematics analysis [18]. While placement of the knee markers superiorly or inferiorly of the 
anatomical position will not greatly affect the results, an anteriorly or posteriorly placed marker 
can lead to significant changes in the patterns of the knee angle results [18]. These errors can 
lead to an increase in the correlation between flexion and adduction angles, known as crosstalk 
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[19]. Mitigation of these errors is crucial for studying knee kinematics and the ability to identify 
differences in gait between populations. 
While soft tissue artifact and marker misplacement are concerns, post-hoc methods to 
improve the accuracy of the knee kinematics have been developed [18], [20–24]. The most 
common bone pose estimation technique to correct for STA uses Procrustes Solution (PS) to 
measure shape change in skin-mounted markers to predict the rigid motion of the bone segments 
[20], [25]. Another method of STA correction utilizes Triangular Cosserat Point Elements (TCPE) 
from marker clusters on the thigh and shank segments to distinguish STA from the rigid-body 
motion of the segments by individually calculating strain, relative rotation and relative translation 
of each TCPE [21]. Filtering parameters are used to determine the TCPEs that best predict the 
rigid body motion of the underlying bone segments. The rotation tensors of these TCPEs are then 
applied to the thigh and shank segments throughout time to calculate the knee angles with STA 
correction [21]. A post-hoc correction method for marker misplacement uses principal component 
analysis (PCA) to identify a motion-based, rather than marker-based, knee-flexion axis [18]. This 
PCA-corrected flexion axis is then used to define the knee-coordinate system with which the 
corrected knee angles are calculated.  
Methods that improve the accuracy of the knee kinematics are useful. However, the 
application of these methods with youth participants is minimal. Without significant documentation 
of the use of these two methods with children, it is not yet known if any complexities arise in the 
procedure or analyses with youth participants. The main goals of this study were to (1) conduct 
pilot experiments to test whether any adjustments were necessary in the experimental methods 
for youth participants vs. adult participants, (2) apply a TCPE analysis for STA correction of knee 
kinematics with youth participants, and (3) develop a code to conduct a PCA analysis to find the 
PCA-defined flexion axis and calculate knee angles with both STA and PCA-correction for youth 
participants. 
The hypotheses for this study were that (1) gait experiments with youth participants could 
be conducted with minor changes to the experimental procedures that are used for adult gait 
experiments, (2) the TCPE knee angle results would not differ from the PS knee angle results 
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since the two methods of STA-correction are similar, but both PS and TCPE knee angles would 
differ from the knee angles without STA correction, (3) PCA correction would decrease the 
correlation between the FE-AA angles. In order to test the hypotheses, (1) any changes in the 
procedure from the adult gait experiments were noted, (2) the root mean square error (RMSE) 
was calculated between each method of the TCPE analysis (TCPE, PS, Uncorrected), a repeated 
measures ANOVA was conducted on the RMSE values to test for differences between groups 
and a post-hoc Tukey test was conducted to test which groups differed, (3) a linear regression 
analysis was conducted on the FE-AA angles and a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted 







2.1 Data Collection 
2.1.1 Participant Consent 
Experimental protocols were approved by Cal Poly’s Institutional Review Board and were 
designed to minimize risk to human subjects. Gait experiments were conducted in Cal Poly’s 
Human Motion Biomechanics lab with two normal weight (1 female, 1 male) youth participants, 
ages 11- and 13-years old. Table 2.1 contains height, mass and BMI of the participants. 
Participants were informed of the gait experiment process and written consent was received from 
the participants and a parent. Each participant selected a Human Motion Biomechanics 
Laboratory staff member with which they felt most comfortable applying the retroreflective 
markers and consented to contact for the application.  
 
Table 2.1 : Youth participant information. 
Participant Age Gender Height [cm] Mass [kg] BMI 
1 13 M 162 52.45 20.0 
2 11 F 143.5 35 17.0 
 
2.1.2 Retroreflective Marker Placement 
Forty-four (44) retroreflective markers were placed on the participants on anatomical 
landmarks in the modified Enhanced Helen Hayes (HH) marker set and the Triangular Cosserat 
Point Element (TCPE) marker set. The Enhanced HH marker set consists of 32 markers: crown 
of the head, acromion processes, 7th cervical vertebra, sternum, posterior superior iliac spines, 
sacrum, anterior superior iliac spines, greater trochanters, anterior thighs, lateral and medial 
epicondyles, head of fibulae, tibial tuberosities, anterior shanks , lateral and medial malleoli, heel 
at Achilles tendon insertion, and both feet between 3rd and 4th metatarsals (Fig. 2.1). The 
remaining 12 markers were strategically placed on the right leg: six on the anterior/lateral thigh 
and six on the anterior/lateral shank (Fig. 2.2). These twelve markers were placed with regards to 
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the placement of the existing thigh and shank markers from the modified Enhanced HH marker 
set to avoid any 3-marker collinearities. The six additional markers plus the modified Enhanced 
HH thigh or shank marker formed the 7-marker clusters on the thigh and shank segments utilized 









Figure 2.2: The Triangular Cosserat Point Element marker set (red markers) post-processed in 
Cortex Motion Analysis Software.  
      
Figure 2.3 (Left) The marker identification of the right leg thigh marker cluster in Cortex from the 
anterior perspective. (Right) The marker identification of the right leg shank marker cluster from 





2.1.3 Gait Experiments 
Gait trials were recorded using a 12-camera motion analysis system with Cortex software 
(Motion Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA, USA) at a frequency of 150Hz. The Cortex cameras 
record the position (x-, y-, z-coordinates) of the retroreflective markers throughout time. The static 
trials were conducted first with the participant standing on a marked location on the floor with their 
feet hip-width apart in a comfortable, natural stance and arms bent and lifted (Fig. 2.4). A one-
second recording was collected, and the participant was then asked to take a few steps away 
from the marked location before returning and assuming the static pose positioning again. This 
process was repeated until five static trials were recorded. The medial markers and the top of the 
head marker were removed following the static trials.  
     
Figure 2.4: Static pose with the Enhanced HH and TCPE marker sets.  
 
The gait walkway containing four force plates (Accugait, AMTI, Watertown, MA, USA) 
was adjusted for youth participants by decreasing the spacing between each force plate to 
account for the decreased stride length of youth participants. Before recording dynamic trials, it 
was ensured that the participants were able to make foot contact with each force plate while 
walking, beginning with the left foot on the first force plate. Dynamic trials were then conducted by 
recording the participant walking at a self-selected walking speed along the platform of the four 
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force plates recorded at a 150Hz frequency (Fig. 2.5). This procedure was repeated for each 
participant until six satisfactory dynamic trials were recorded.  
 
Figure 2.5: A participant walking across the gait platform during a dynamic trial with the definition 
of the global coordinate system. The direction of gait occurs in the negative x-direction. 
 
2.2 Data Post-Processing 
Post-processing of the marker data was performed using Cortex motion analysis software. 
One static trial and six dynamic trials were post-processed per participant. The modified 
Enhanced HH markers were labelled according to anatomical positions and the TCPE markers 
were numbered, one through seven, for both the thigh and shank segments. The Enhanced HH 
right thigh marker and right shank markers were labeled as the first TCPE thigh cluster and shank 
cluster markers, respectively (Fig. 2.3). Selected trials were inspected for any uncaptured or 
misidentified markers and were manually corrected to ensure correct marker labeling was 
recorded. For the dynamic trials, the marker data was filtered using a 4th-order Butterworth filter 
with a 6Hz cutoff frequency. The marker data consists of the x-, y-, z-coordinates of each marker 
as a function of time in the global coordinate system, where the negative x-direction is along the 
gait platform in the direction of gait, the z-direction is toward the ceiling, and y-direction is the 
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cross product of z and x (i.e. pointing towards the right of the participant during gait trials). The 
marker data were saved for one static trial and six dynamic trials for each participant. Cortex 
calculates knee flexion-extension (FE), abduction-adduction (AA), and internal-external (IE) 
angles from the marker positioning throughout time and these angles were saved and will be 
referred to as the uncorrected (UC) knee angles with which to compare knee angles following 
STA methods.   
 
2.3 Knee Angle Correction Methods 
2.3.1 Triangular Cosserat Point Element (TCPE) Method Correction  
The method of STA correction with Triangular Cosserat Point Elements is based on the 
theory outlined by Solav and the equations presented in this section were established by Solav 
[21]. The implementation of the TCPE method was conducted by importing the post-processed 
marker data and force plate data from Cortex into a MATLAB code written previously [27], [28]. 
The code follows the theory of Solav but has algorithmic differences based on assumptions 
made. The first difference is the use of 7 markers for the clusters rather than 12 markers used by 
Solav. Secondly, equal weightings of the translation, rotation and strain filtering parameters were 
assumed and implemented in the TCPE code.  
The marker clusters on the thigh and shank segments were used for the TCPE analysis 
by creating each possible combination of three markers for a total of 35 TCPE’s for each 
segment. This method analyzes the strain, relative rotation and relative translation of each of the 
TCPE’s and utilizes filtering parameters to identify the TCPE’s that best predict the rigid body 
motion of the underlying bone segment for a gait cycle. A gait cycle is defined as heel strike to 
heel strike of the right foot, which occurs at the first non-zero reading of the second and fourth 




Figure 2.6: Force plate readings of ground reaction force (GRF) of the second and fourth force 
plates. One gait cycle spans from the first signal of the second force plate to the first signal of the 
fourth force plate. 
 
Direction vectors were created from each TCPE for the static pose, used as the reference 
configuration, and for the dynamic trials at each time point. The present configuration direction 
vector, 𝒅𝑖, and the reciprocal of the reference configuration direction vector, 𝑫
𝑖, were used to 
calculate the deformation gradient tensor, 𝑭, for each TCPE at each time point in the dynamic trial 
using equation (1).   
𝑭 =  𝒅𝑖 ⊗ 𝑫
𝑖         (1) 
 
Using polar decomposition, the deformation gradient tensor can be multiplied by the 
inverse of the stretch tensor, M, to solve for the rotation tensor, R (Eqn 2).  
 𝑹 = 𝑭𝑴−1       (2)  
In order to compute the strain in the TCPE’s, the Lagrangian strain tensor, E, was 
calculated using equation (3), where C is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor and I is the 
identity tensor.  
 𝑬 =  
1
2
𝑪 − 𝑰 =  
1
2
𝑭𝑇𝑭 − 𝑰        (3)  
The translation of each TCPE was calculated between the centroid of a TCPE and a 
reference point — the knee joint center (KJC). The translation of this reference point was 
calculated as the difference in the present and reference configuration vectors, 𝒙(𝐵) and 𝑿(𝐵), 
respectively. The present configuration vector, 𝒙(𝐵), was calculated from the present configuration 
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TCPE centroid, ?̅?,  minus the deformed difference between the static configuration centroid, ?̅?, 
and reference configuration vector, 𝑿(𝐵) (Eqn. 4). 
𝒕(𝐵) = 𝒙(𝐵) − 𝑿(𝐵) = ?̅? − 𝑭(?̅? − 𝑿(𝐵)) − 𝑿(𝐵)        (4) 
 The relative rotation of a TCPE was found by first calculating the relative angle between 
each combination of two TCPEs where the relative angle, 𝜙𝑗/𝑘, between the j and k





(𝑹𝑗 ∙ 𝑹𝑘 − 1)]            (5) 
where Rj and Rk are the rotation tensors of the j and kth TCPE, respectively. The relative angle of  
the jth TCPE relative to all TCPEs at one time point is shown in equation (6), where N is the total 






𝑘=1                 (6) 
 The translation of the jth TCPE relative to the translation of all the TCPEs can be 






(𝐵)|𝑁𝑘=1     (7) 
The magnitude of the strain tensor of the jth TCPE was calculated from equation (8). 
𝐸𝑗 = √𝑬𝑗 ∙ 𝑬𝑗      (8) 
The relative rotation, relative translation and strain were normalized by their respective 
ranges of magnitude to yield the parameters 𝑁𝜙,  𝑁𝑇, and 𝑁𝐸, representing normalized rotation, 
normalized translation and normalized strain, respectively. The average of the three parameters 
yields the combined normalized filtering parameter, Ncombined, calculated in equation (9). 
𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 = (𝑁𝜙 + 𝑁𝑇 + 𝑁𝐸)/3     (9) 
A canonical extension of Solav’s filtering algorithm was used. If the normalized filtering 
parameter was less than or equal to 0.1, a TCPE was considered a good estimate of the motion 
of the underlying bone segment. The TCPEs which meet this criterion were selected and their 
rotation tensors were averaged in order to get the best predicted rotation tensor for each time 
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point. If no TCPEs met the criterion, the three TCPEs with the lowest normalized filtering 
parameters were selected.  
 The flexion, adduction and internal rotation angles of the right knee throughout a gait 
cycle were calculated as outlined by Grood [29] using a floating axis coordinate system. The thigh 
and shank segments have distinct body-fixed coordinate systems defined from anatomical 
locations (Fig. 2.7). These axes were estimated in the TCPE code from the markers. The Z-axis 
of the thigh segment was calculated from the KJC to the hip joint center (HJC). This vector will 
subsequently be referred to as the thigh vector. The Y-axis of the thigh was calculated as the 
cross product of the Z-axis and a temporary vector from the medial to lateral knee marker. The X-
axis was the cross product of the Y- and Z-axes. The shank coordinate system was defined with 
the z-axis from the ankle joint center (AJC) to the KJC, the y-axis as the cross product of the z-
axis with a vector pointed from the medial to lateral ankle marker, and the x-axis as the cross 
product of the y- and z-axes.  
 




In the floating axis coordinate system described by Grood, the axis about which FE 
occurs is the X-axis of the thigh, the axis about which IE rotation occurs is the z-axis of the shank, 
and AA occurs about a floating axis, e2, calculated from the normalized cross product of the IE 
and FE axes (Fig. 2.8). The normalized thigh axes are referred to as I, J and K, and the 
normalized shank axes are referred to as i, j and k. 
  
Figure 2.8: The definition of FE, AA and IE with the floating axis coordinate system. 
 
 The FE angle, 𝛼, was calculated with the floating axis, e2, and the thigh vector, K, from 
equation (10). The AA angle, 𝛽, was calculated using the thigh segment axis, I, and the shank 
segment axis, k in equation (11). Equation (12) shows the calculation of the IE angle, 𝛾, using e2, 
the floating axis, and the shank segment axis, i.  
 
𝛼 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1(−𝒆2 ∙ 𝑲)              (10) 
𝛽 = − (𝑐𝑜𝑠−1(𝑰 ∙ 𝒌) −
𝜋
2
)                 (11) 




 The angles are positive in flexion, abduction, and external rotation as defined by Grood 
[29]. However, in this study, adduction and internal rotation will be considered positive, which 
have been reflected in equations (11) and (12) by the negative signs.  
 
 
2.3.2 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) Method Correction  
The principal component analysis for correction of the knee flexion axis follows the 
procedure established by [18] and was implemented with a custom function written in MATLAB 
(MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).  The three-dimensional marker coordinates of the HJC, KJC, 
lateral right knee, and lateral right ankle were imported into the MATLAB function to perform the 
PCA analysis. The HJC and KJC markers were virtual markers calculated by Cortex from the 
Enhanced HH marker set. The virtual right KJC was calculated by Cortex relative to the right 
knee, right ankle and shank markers. The virtual right HJC was calculated relative to the right 
ASIS, sacrum and the midpoint of the left and right ASIS. The coordinates of these virtual 
markers were used to define the vector from the KJC to the HJC, representing the thigh vector. A 
virtual, transverse plane was created perpendicular to the thigh vector and in-plane with the 
lateral knee marker (Fig. 2.9). Since the KJC does not necessarily lie within this plane, the point 
at which the thigh vector intersects with the transverse plane will be referred to as point A. A 
coordinate system in the plane was established using A as its origin, with the vectors v1 and v2 as 
its basis. The vector v1 is defined as a unit vector pointing from A to the lateral knee marker, 
representing the marker-based FE axis. The second basis vector, v2, is defined as the cross 
product of the normalized thigh vector and v1, as shown in equation (13).  
 




       
Figure 2.9: (Left) The transverse plane perpendicular to the thigh vector and in plane with the 
lateral knee marker. (Right) The top view of the transverse plane with basis vectors v1 and v2. 
 
The lateral ankle marker was projected onto the plane, where its position vector was 
described using the coordinate system at A, in terms of the basis vectors v1 and v2 (Fig. 2.10). 
The vectors v1 , v2  and the thigh vector can be used to describe the thigh segment coordinate 
system. Next, the projection of the ankle marker was plotted throughout the gait motion, creating 
a two-dimensional system of points (Appendix A).  
           
Figure 2.10: (Left) Lateral ankle marker projection onto the transverse plane. (Right) Top 
view of the transverse plane with one time point of the lateral ankle marker projection. 
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The PCA analysis was conducted on the 2-D dataset created on the transverse plane. 
The covariance matrix was calculated for the dataset and was diagonalized in order to find the 
eigenvalues. The greatest eigenvalue corresponds to the direction of greatest variance. The 
corresponding eigenvector is the projection of the PCA-defined AA axis onto the transverse 
plane. The second eigenvalue and eigenvector represent the PCA-corrected FE axis (Appendix 
B). The unit length PCA-corrected FE axis lies in the transverse plane with two-dimensional 
coordinates in the thigh segment coordinate system. In order to conduct the TCPE or PS 
analyses with PCA-correction, the FE axis must be defined in three dimensions during the static 
pose configuration in the global coordinate system— i.e. the coordinate system of the gait 
platform in which all the markers and other vectors are defined. Since the PCA-defined FE axis 
lies in the transverse plane, the z-component of this vector—the direction of the thigh vector—is 
equal to zero. 
In order to transform the PCA-defined FE axis from the thigh segment coordinate system 
to the global coordinate system, a transformation matrix, R, was derived. The basis vectors of the 
thigh segment coordinate system can be defined by their coordinates in the global coordinate 
system (Eqn. 14). Therefore, the transformation from the global to the thigh coordinate system 
can be defined by setting the rows of the matrix equal to the x-, y-, and z-components of the three 


























]    (15) 
In order to transform vectors from the thigh coordinate system to the global coordinate 
system, the vectors must be multiplied by the inverse of the transformation matrix above. The 
transformation matrix is proper orthogonal, which allows the inverse of the matrix to be calculated 











]       (16) 
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The transformation matrix, R, was used to transform the PCA-corrected FE axis to the 
global coordinate system (Eqn 17).  
𝑭𝑬𝑃𝐶𝐴,𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 = 𝑹 𝑭𝑬𝑃𝐶𝐴,𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ     (17) 
The STA analyses were performed using the PCA-corrected FE axis as I and the cross 
product of the thigh vector with the PCA-defined FE axis as J. The TCPE method with PCA 
correction will be referred to as PCA-TCPE angles and the PS method with PCA correction will be 




2.4.1 Triangular Cosserat Point Element (TCPE) Analysis 
An initial analysis to test the TCPE method for youth participants was conducted. Since 
the PS method is the most commonly used bone pose estimator, it was considered the gold 
standard with which to compare the TCPE method [20]. In order to test that the TCPE method 
was able to correct for STA in youth participants, it was expected that the uncorrected angles 
would differ from both the PS angles and TCPE angles, and that the PS and TCPE angles would 
not statistically differ. In order to test this hypothesis on a participant-specific basis, for each of 
the six gait trials, the root mean square errors (RMSEs) were calculated for three cases: between 
the uncorrected and PS knee angles (UC-PS), between the uncorrected and TCPE angles (UC-
TCPE), and between the PS and TCPE angles (PS-TCPE). It was hypothesized that, for each 
participant, the RMSE values would differ and, further, that the RMSE values between PS-TCPE 
angles would be lower than between UC-TCPE and UC-PS angles. Since there are three cases 
with repeated measures for each of the six trials, a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to 
determine any differences between cases. The RMSE method (UC-TCPE, UC-PS or PS-TCPE) 
was set as a fixed factor and the trial was set as a random factor.  A post-hoc Tukey test was 





2.4.2 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
The goal of PCA is to reduce the correlation between FE-AA angles. This correlation was 
quantified by conducting a linear regression analysis between the FE and AA angles with AA 
angles as the dependent variable and finding the R2 values for the correlations. The linear 
regression was conducted on all six trials of each participant for the PS, TCPE, PCA-TCPE and 
PCA-PS angles. It was hypothesized that the R2 values would differ between the four methods. In 
order to test this hypothesis, a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for each participant 
























3.1 Triangular Cosserat Point Element (TCPE) Results 
3.1.1 Participant 1  
Figure 3.1 shows the FE, AA and IE rotation angles for UC, TCPE and PS methods. 
Figure 3.2 shows the results of the repeated measures ANOVA of the RMSE values. RMSE 
values for participant 1 statistically differed between UC-TCPE and PS-TCPE methods and 
between UC-PS and PC-TCPE for FE, AA, and IE angles (p<0.001). RMSE values did not 
statistically differ between UC-TCPE and UC-PS for FE (p=0.380), AA (p=0.986) or IE (p=0.990) 









Figure 3.1: Six trial averages of the right knee FE (top), AA (middle), and IE (bottom) angles 






Figure 3.2: RMSE averages between Uncorrected-TCPE, Uncorrected-PS and                                           
PS-TCPE methods for FE, AA, and IE angles for participant 1. * indicates statistical significance 
between groups, p<0.05. 
 
3.1.2 Participant 2 
Figure 3.3 shows the FE, AA and IE rotation angles for UC, TCPE and PS methods and 
Figure 3.4 shows the results of the repeated measures ANOVA of the RMSE values. RMSE 
values for participant 2 were statistically different between UC-TCPE and PS-TCPE methods and 
between UC-PS and PS-TCPE for FE, AA and IE angles (p<=0.001). RMSE values did not 
statistically differ between UC-TCPE and UC-PS for FE (p=0.995), AA (p=0.771) or IE (p=0.745) 
angles.  






    
 
Figure 3.3: Six trial averages of the right knee FE (top), AA (middle), and IE (bottom) angles 






Figure 3.4: RMSE averages between Uncorrected-TCPE, Uncorrected-PS and                                           




3.2 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) Results 
3.2.1 Participant 1 
FE, AA, and IE angles are shown in Figure 3.5 for the six-trial averages for pre- and post-
PCA correction. The FE angles did not change in a qualitative manner after PCA-correction for 
TCPE or PS. The AA angles show an upward shift, introducing more adduction, and IE angles 
show a downward shift, introducing more external rotation, after PCA-correction. The angle plots 










Figure 3.5: Six trial averages for FE (top), AA (middle), and IE (bottom) angles of the TCPE, 
PS, PCA-TCPE and PCA-PS knee angle results for participant 1. 
 
               The linear regression analysis resulted in R2 correlation values ranging from 0 to 0.2532 
and p-values ranging from <0.001 to 0.978 (Table 3.1). The mean R2 value for each method 
across all six trials ranged from 0.03 and 0.07. The repeated measures ANOVA yielded a p-value 








Table 3.1: FE-AA linear regression R2 values and corresponding p-values and repeated 
measures ANOVA mean R2 values by method for participant 1. * indicates a statistically 
significance correlation, p<0.05. 
 Method 
 TCPE PCA-TCPE PS PCA-PS 
Trial R2 p-value R2 p-value R2 p-value R2 p-value 
1 0.0000 0.978 0.0631 0.011* 0.0182 0.180 0.1356 <0.001* 
2 0.0221 0.138 0.0359 0.058 0.0028 0.603 0.0747 0.001* 
3 0.0017 0.682 0.0107 0.304 0.0082 0.369 0.0535 0.006* 
4 0.0113 0.290 0.0146 0.229 0.0021 0.653 0.0307 0.080 
5 0.0001 0.931 0.0391 0.047* 0.0018 0.675 0.0653 0.010* 
6 0.2532 <0.001* 0.0591 0.014* 0.2038 <0.001* 0.0304 0.810 
Mean 0.0481  0.0371  0.0395  0.0650  
 
 
The maximum and minimum angles and the angle range for the average AA and IE 
angles are reported in Table 3.2. The ranges for all methods were between 12.5º and 13.7º for 
AA angles and between 18.7º and 20.0º for IE angles. The mean AA angles were between 0.5º 
and 0.9º for TCPE and PS, and between 2.2º and 2.7º for the PCA-corrected methods. The mean 
IE angles were between -11.3º and -11.6º for TCPE and PS, and between -14.1º and -14.4º for 











Table 3.2: Maximum, minimum and mean angles and angle range in degrees for average AA and 
IE angles for participant 1. AA: positive values represent adduction, negative values represent 
abduction. IE: positive values represent internal rotation, negative values represent external 
rotation. 
  TCPE PCA-TCPE PS PCA-PS 
AA Max 6.277 9.124 6.364 9.320 
 Min -7.344 -4.360 -6.139 -3.181 
 Range 13.621 13.484 12.503 12.500 
 Mean 0.533 2.267 0.876 2.623 
IE Max -1.786 -4.815 -1.367 -4.506 
 Min -21.052 -23.577 -21.303 -23.912 
 Range 19.266 18.762 19.937 19.406 
 Mean -11.392 -14.129 -11.589 -14.339 
 
3.2.2 Participant 2 
The six-trial averages for PCA-corrected FE, AA, and IE angles are compared to pre-
correction angles for participant 2 in Figure 3.6. The knee angles calculated with TCPE, PS, PCA-
TCPE and PCA-PS methods did not change in a qualitative manner for FE, AA, and IE angles for 










Figure 3.6: Six trial averages for FE (top), AA (middle), and IE (bottom) angles of the TCPE, 
PS, PCA-TCPE and PCA-PS knee angle results for participant 2. 
 
             The linear regression resulted in a range of R2 values from <0.0001 to 0.2739 and p-
values ranging from <0.001 to 0.949 (Table 3.3). Trial 5 exhibited the largest R2 values before 
and after PCA-correction, while trial 6 showed a large R2 value before PCA-correction and 
decreased after. The p-values of the linear regressions are indicated and the average R2 value 
for each method are recorded in Table 3.3. The average R2 values across all six trials are 
between 0.04 and 0.09. The repeated measures ANOVA yielded a p-value of 0.838, implying that 





Table 3.3: FE-AA correlation linear regression R2 values and corresponding p-values and 
repeated measures ANOVA mean R2 values by method for participant 2. * indicates a statistically 
significance correlation, p<0.05. 
 TCPE PCA-TCPE PS PCA-PS 
Trial R2 p-value R2 p-value R2 p-value R2 p-value 
1 0.0170 0.193 0.0060 0.443 0.0513 0.023* 0.0282 0.093 
2 0.0030 0.587 0.0012 0.728 0.0001 0.914 0.0010 0.925 
3 0.0157 0.212 0.0002 0.897 0.0132 0.253 <0.0001 0.949 
4 0.0122 0.271 0.0085 0.358 0.0157 0.211 0.0076 0.294 
5 0.2202 <0.001* 0.2739 <0.001* 0.2025 <0.001* 0.2417 <0.001* 
6 0.2179 <0.001* 0.0021 0.649 0.1831 <0.001* 0.0034 0.805 
Average 0.0810  0.0454  0.0777  0.0458  
 
 
Table 3.4 shows the maximum and minimum angles and the angle ranges for the 
average AA and IE angle results. The ranges for all four methods are between 10.6º and 12.0º for 
AA angles and between 7.4º and 8.7º for IE angles. The mean AA angles were between -1.9º and 




Table 3.4: Maximum, minimum and mean angles and angle range in degrees for average AA and 
IE angles for participant 2. AA: positive values represent adduction, negative values represent 
abduction. IE: positive values represent internal rotation, negative values represent external 
rotation 
  TCPE PCA-TCPE PS PCA-PS 
AA Max 3.942 4.539 3.182 3.775 
 Min -8.027 -7.125 -7.777 -6.877 
 Range 11.969 11.665 10.960 10.652 
 Mean -2.620 -2.168 -2.447 -1.987 
IE Max -1.821 -2.187 -1.081 -1.521 
 Min -9.973 -10.833 -8.839 -8.936 
 Range 8.152 8.647 7.758 7.415 






The pilot gait experiments with youth participants proved to be successful overall for data 
collection with small modifications in the experimental procedure used for adult participants. The 
adjustment of the gait platform to decrease the distance between force plates for the shorter 
stride length of children was sufficient for both participants to make foot contact with every force 
plate without noticeable changes in their natural gait. The use of seven markers for the TCPE 
clusters on the thigh and shank segments was a concern due to the smaller leg size of children. 
However, the use of the seven-marker clusters was successful and did not yield marker confusion 
during recording which can occur when there is not adequate distance between markers.   
 The TCPE method of STA correction yielded knee angles following trends typical for FE, 
AA, and IE angles for both participants. The repeated measures ANOVA concluded that the 
TCPE and PS methods yielded different results than the UC angles, but the results did not differ 
between the TCPE and PS method angles. This suggests that either method is sufficient for STA 
correction and will yield similar knee angle results. One benefit of using the TCPE method is the 
separation of STA due to strain, relative translation and relative rotation modes. In this analysis, 
the three categories of STA were evenly weighted in the filtering criteria for TCPE selection, 
which yielded similar rotation tensors as those calculated by the PS method. Further research 
with the TCPE method could examine the results with variations in the weighting of the categories 
to test whether that may improve the knee angle calculations with skin markers.  
 The FE-AA correlation results from the linear regression analyses are detailed in Tables 
3.1 and 3.3. Some of the p-values are less than 0.05, indicating a statistically significant 
correlation between the FE and AA angles. However, the coefficients of the linear regressions are 
very small—all less than 0.08—which implies that the correlations between the angles, while 
significant, are not suggestive of considerable crosstalk. 
The statistical analyses for PCA-corrected knee angles did not yield statistical differences 
between any of the four method groups, indicating that there were not significant decreases in the 
FE-AA correlations for either participant. There are a few potential causes for the lack of 
improvement in correlations after PCA-correction. Firstly, the correlations seen with STA 
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correction are far less linear than the correlations before STA correction (Appendix E). The trends 
seen in the uncorrected angle correlations are more typical to FE-AA correlation plots, while the 
STA-corrected FE-AA correlations show changes to the linearity of the data. A potential 
explanation for these unexpected correlations may be due to STA introducing errors in the AA 
angles and producing non-physiological FE-AA correlations. STA-correction methods may reduce 
these errors but not completely eliminate them. It is thought that, without correction methods, the 
movement of the skin markers may mask the true movement of the underlying bone segment 
[19]. Additionally, it has been shown that STA can result in misleading angle patterns for AA and 
IE [16]. STA correction methods aim to find the best predictors for the underlying bone segment 
in order to compute knee angles. However, if STA is large for all datapoints, even the best 
predictors may still retain errors from STA which carry over into the results. It has been shown 
that errors from STA tend be substantially greater during the swing phase than the stance phase 
[22]. The FE-AA correlation results during swing versus stance phase can be seen in Appendix E. 
Future studies comparing the correlations after STA correction should separate the results 
between the swing and stance phases to determine whether there are differences in the trends 
seen in the correlations between the phases. Additionally, the FE-AA correlations should be 
examined in previous adult gait studies with STA correction to compare patterns and results to 
those seen for the youth participants in this study.  
 Another potential reason that the correlations did not improve after STA correction could 
be that the marker placement was accurate enough to not experience large correlations before 
the PCA analysis due to placement by a trained professional. Therefore, there would not be much 
crosstalk for PCA to correct or for the results to show a significant difference. The substantial 
correlation changes after PCA-correction are often calculated with purposely and drastically 
misplaced markers to represent the worse possible scenario of misplacement [18]. However, this 
study only included one marker placement for each participant with the most accurate placement 
possible. Additionally, most previous studies examining crosstalk were conducted with adult 
participants. It is possible that crosstalk is less of a concern with youth participants due to  
differences such as easier location of key anatomical positions or a lesser amount of soft tissue.  
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Tables 3.2 and 3.4 describe the maximum, minimum, mean and range of the angles for 
participants 1 and 2, respectively. The range of the angles remains relatively constant, while the 
maximum and minimum values change. This implies that the PCA analysis is not decreasing the 
FE-AA correlation, since a decrease in correlation is caused mostly by a decrease in the range of 
the AA angles. The changes in the maximum and minimum values of the plots indicate that the 
range was similar but there was an offset in the FE and AA angles. For participant 1, the mean 
AA angles show an offset of approximately 2°, introducing more adduction, and the mean IE 
angles show an offset of almost -3°, introducing more external rotation after PCA-correction. The 
mean angles for participant 2 had smaller offsets, with an AA angle offset of about 0.5° and an IE 
angle offset of almost 0.4°. These offsets caused by the PCA analysis are due to the new 
definition of the FE axis having greater angles of adduction and external rotation in the static 
configuration. In order to further analyze this discrepancy, the angles between the marker-based 
and the PCA-corrected FE axes were inspected. The angles between the axes before and after 
PCA-correction are outlined in Appendix C. For participant 1, the angles were between 3.4° to 
5.0° for all trials. However, participant 2 had lower angles, between 0.5 and 1.5° for the first five 
trials and an angle of 4.7° for the sixth trial. The greater change in the flexion axis for participant 1 
explains the offset in the average AA and IE axes. The minimal change of the FE axis for 
participant 2 confirmed the lower offsets for the AA and IE mean angles.  
Differences in the R2 values of trial 6 for participant 1 and trials 5 and 6 of participant 2 
versus previous trials can be seen in Tables 3.1 and 3.3. The correlations seen for these trials are 
much larger than previous trials for the TCPE and PS methods. Given that these trials were the 
last to be conducted, the greater correlations may have been cause by accidental movement or 
adjustment of the markers towards the end of the experiments. The correlations for trial 5 of 
participant 2 after PCA-correction only slightly differed. However, for trial 6 of each participant, the 
R2 values decreased greatly which may indicate that the PCA-correction method does decrease 
the FE-AA angles correlation when there is inaccurate marker placement.  
 A limitation of this study was that the data were limited to two participants, which 
prevented significant statistical conclusions from being made for a population (i.e. children). This 
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study was intended to have a sufficient number of participants to conduct statistics with a sample 
group. However, following the experiments with participants 1 and 2, in-person research was 
halted due to COVID-19 restrictions. The statistical analyses conducted within this study were all 
performed in a participant specific manner to examine the results of the methods. However, these 
results should not be assumed to apply to the youth population as it is not statistically valid to do 
so.   
 This study suggests that similar experimental methods and post-hoc correction methods 
that are currently used for adult gait knee kinematics analyses can be applied to youth 
participants with minor modifications in the experimental data collection procedure. These 
methods can be used to conduct minimally invasive studies with children to gain knowledge 
regarding the normal knee kinematics in youth during gait. Future work should include a larger 
sample size of youth participants and include various weight categories, such as normal weight, 
overweight, and obese groups, with which to compare knee kinematic results during gait. 
Changes in knee kinematics may put certain groups at a higher risk for issues such as 
osteoarthritis. Understanding potential changes in gait patterns based on weight category would 
allow for intervention methods, such as diet and exercise, to be developed and implemented to 
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APPENDIX A: MATLAB Plots of Lateral Ankle Marker Projections 
   
Figure A1: Participant 1 Trial 1            Figure A2: Participant 1 Trial 2           Figure A3: Participant 1 Trial 3 
 
    




    
Figure A7: Participant 2 Trial 1            Figure A8: Participant 2 Trial 2           Figure A9: Participant 2 Trial 3 
 
   




APPENDIX B: PCA Eigenvectors Plots 
     
Figure B1: Participant 1 Trial 1            Figure B2: Participant 1 Trial 2           Figure B3: Participant 1 Trial 3 
 
 
     





     
Figure B7: Participant 2 Trial 1            Figure B8: Participant 2 Trial 2           Figure B9: Participant 2 Trial 3 
 
     
Figure B10: Participant 2 Trial 4        Figure B11: Participant 2 Trial 5         Figure B12: Participant 2 Trial 6  
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APPENDIX C: Angles Between Marker-Based and PCA-Corrected FE Axes 
 
Table C1: Angle in Degrees between Marker-Based and PCA-Corrected FE Axes 
Participant 
Trial 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 4.3544˚ 4.9239˚ 3.4623˚ 4.4362˚ 4.5261˚ 4.0630˚ 




APPENDIX D: Individual Trial FE, AA and IE Angle Plots for PCA Analysis 
   
 










Figure D3: Trial 3 FE (top left), AA (top right) and IE (bottom) angles for participant 1. 
 
 
   
 
 
Figure D4: Trial 4 FE (top left), AA (top right) and IE (bottom) angles for participant 1. 
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Figure D5: Trial 5 FE (top left), AA (top right) and IE (bottom) angles for participant 1. 
 
   
   




   
 
 
Figure D7: Trial 1 FE (top left), AA (top right) and IE (bottom) angles for participant 2. 
 
   
 
 
Figure D8: Trial 2 FE (top left), AA (top right) and IE (bottom) angles for participant 2. 
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Figure D9: Trial 3 FE (top left), AA (top right) and IE (bottom) angles for participant 2. 
 
   
 
 




   
 
Figure D11: Trial 5 FE (top left), AA (top right) and IE (bottom) angles for participant 2. 
 
     
 
Figure D12: Trial 6 FE (top left), AA (top right) and IE (bottom) angles for participant 2. 
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Figure E1: Average uncorrected FE-AA Plot for participant 1. 
 
 






Figure E3: Average PCA-TCPE FE-AA Plot for participant 1. 
 
 
Figure E4: Average PS FE-AA Plot for participant 1. 
 
 





Figure E6: Average uncorrected FE-AA Plot for participant 2. 
 
 
Figure E7: : Average TCPE FE-AA Plot for participant 2. 
 
 










Figure E10: Average PCA-PS FE-AA Plot for participant 2. 
 
 




APPENDIX F: Minitab Statistical Analyses Outputs 
 




































Figure F7: Repeated measures and ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey test for Participant 1 PCA FE-AA 






Figure F8: Repeated measures and ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey test for Participant 2 PCA FE-AA 
Correlations for TCPE, PS, PCA-TCPE and PCA-PS 
 
 
